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Although predictive human performance modeling has
been researched for 30 years in HCI, to our knowledge
modeling has been conducted as a solitary task of one
modeler or, occasionally, two modelers working in tight
face-to-face collaboration. In contrast, we used
predictive human performance modeling in a
collaborative, distributed mode and reflect on that
experience. We discovered that our tool for modeling,
CogTool, while sufficiently functional and expressive to
perform the modeling task, did not support
collaborative, distributed modeling as well as we would
like. We suggest process improvements in model
construction, the management of assumptions,
consistency, and communication, and suggest design
solutions for the future of CogTool or other modeling
tools. We further speculate on the generalization of our
experiences to other types of usability evaluation when
conducted in a distributed, collaborative environment.
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usability evaluation techniques such as think-aloud
usability studies, Cognitive Walkthrough, and even
CogTool used on CogTool itself [5]. Studies with HCI
students have shown CogTool useful for making design
recommendations to improve the efficiency of an
interactive system [4].

Introduction
IBM Lotus Software delivers robust collaboration
software that empowers people to connect, collaborate,
and innovate while optimizing the way they work.
Usefulness and usability, therefore, are valuable
software quality attributes and have been so at IBM
since the 1950s [10]. Because efficiency for skilled
users is important in office productivity software, but it
is difficult to empirically evaluate skilled usage with
proposed designs that have not yet been built,
deployed, and integrated into everyday use, IBM
recently started using predictive human performance
modeling as one tool in its user-centered design and
development process [1]. The goals of the work
reported here are to make predictive human
performance modeling more widespread within Lotus
design and development and to evaluate the CogTool
modeling tool [6] with respect to its usefulness and
usability on projects where usability evaluation is a
collaborative, distributed activity.
CogTool is an open source prototyping and modeling
tool that provides UI designers and developers with
quantitative predictions of skilled execution time. It is
based on the Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) introduced
by Card, Moran and Newell’s [2], but is faster to learn
and use [6] and more reliable [5] than KLM. CogTool
was developed using user-centered design techniques,
including field research with UI designers and cognitive
modelers and iterative design with input from many

As reported in [1], we had previously found CogTool
analyses to be useful for assessing contract compliance,
helping teams communicate within themselves and with
customers, setting priorities, identifying UI design
problems, assigning appropriate staff to fix those
problems, and assessing proposed designs. Each of
those projects were undertaken by a single analyst,
either a developer of CogTool or a UX researcher who
had face-to-face training by that developer of CogTool.
In contrast, the project reported here was too complex
for a single modeler to do all the modeling,
necessitating a degree of collaboration not previously
studied. The modeling was done at distributed
locations using telephone, video conferencing and
screen sharing in place of face-to-face meetings, with
Lotus collaboration technology supporting the creation
and sharing of artifacts. In the terms defined by Olson
& Olson [9], we had a high likelihood of collaboration
success. IBM is highly “technology-ready” with all
collaboration technologies set up on each employee’s
computer, integrated, and used daily, and also highly
“collaboration-ready” with incentive structures in place
to reward both modelers for effective collaboration.
Both modelers had many years experience
collaborating at a distance on other projects and using
collaboration technology. The modeling task is
“moderately coupled” with aspects of tight coupling and
loose coupling over the course of a several-week
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project. We had established some common ground
before embarking on the project by meeting at an IBM
conference where we informally discussed UX processes
and current projects. All that remained in Olson and
Olson’s taxonomy was to establish common ground
about predictive human performance modeling, the use
of CogTool, and the particular project we would work
on. Given our readiness in other areas, we believe that
any difficulty we experienced could be attributable to
the modeling process and using CogTool in a
collaborative, distributed environment, rather than to
difficulties inherent in distributed collaboration itself.

staff for a number of years, this is not the first project
they have worked on, and many have experience in
more than one role discussed here. However, none but
the first author have more than a passing knowledge of
predictive human performance modeling.
The modelers on Project-X were Modeler1 (the 2nd
author), a User Experience Professional with a degree
in graphic design, who has worked at IBM for 12 years
in the roles of designer and researcher, and Modeler2
(the 1st author), a Research Staff Member with degrees
in engineering and psychology, who has worked in HCI
for over 30 years, the last 2 years at IBM.

Project Overview
The project is a major new software product for IBM,
which we will call “Project X”. As with most new office
projects, knowledge workers are currently doing the
tasks that Project-X supports using a variety of
technologies, products and/or services available now,
but the specific functionality of Project-X has no single
directly analogous competitor currently on the market.
Project-X team members and collaborative situation
Project-X includes many people in a variety of roles.
The main roles contributing to the modeling and our
experiences using CogTool are: UI designers who
provide design ideas to evaluate, developers who
implement the designs, UX management who are
consumers of the results of evaluations for managerial
purposes, and UX researchers who evaluate the design
ideas with a variety of HCI methods. This
characterization of roles is a necessary simplification for
the purposes of writing about our experiences; ProjectX is very much a team effort and many participants
play more than one role. All participants on Project-X
have been IBM Software Group (SWG) professional

The collaborative situation
The two modelers work in different cities on the East
Coast of the United States; they were physically
separated but in the same time zone. They typically
worked regular business hours and were available to
each other via telephone, an internal IBM chat service
(Sametime™), a screen-sharing service (LotusLive
Meetings™), and Lotus Notes™ email and calendaring
(with the ability to view each other’s schedule). Lotus
Connections™ was used to share and archive files,
jointly create artifacts with a wiki, maintain a ToDo list,
and notify each other when these things were updated.
The modeling job
The Project-X team wanted to compare a proposed
design (ProposedDesign) to three other systems: a
system made up of existing IBM products (ExistIBM)
and two other existing systems (Exist2 and Exist3). The
UI designers had proposed three scenarios that were
moderately complex, requiring the use of several
aspects of the existing systems over the course of
several minutes of a skilled user’s time. Although three
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tasks on four systems sounds as though it could have
been a single-modeler job, no one modeler had
experience with more than two of the systems being
analyzed. Valid comparisons between systems requires
a knowledge of the systems sufficient to model
methods to accomplish tasks efficiently, but the
deadline for results was too tight to allow a single

modeler to learn how to operate several complex
systems. Thus, this modeling job was undertaken by
two modelers.

Our Modeling Process
As mentioned above, our modeling process was
moderately-coupled in that parts of it required tight
integration with high-bandwidth communication around
shared artifacts and parts of it could be done by the
modeler working separately (figure 1). The first
decision, how to split up the work, influenced which
parts would be tightly coupled and which parts would
be loosely coupled.
Splitting up the work
Since we had four systems to model on three tasks,
there were two natural ways to divide the work, by
system or by task, with pros and cons for each division.
The advantage of dividing the work by system (two to
each modeler) is that the each modeler would only
have to have access to and know how to use the
systems assigned to her. The disadvantage is that the
two modelers would have to coordinate tightly to make
sure they didn’t use divergent methods for doing the
tasks in the different systems, biasing the results
towards one system or another. The reverse is true for
splitting by task: the disadvantage is that each modeler
would have to have access to and know how to use all
four systems but the methods of doing each task
modeled are likely to be similar.

figure 1. Our modeling process. Shaded boxes indicate
processes that surprised us and are discussed in the prose.

In our case, Modeler1 had experience in only two of the
existing systems and Modeler2 had experience only in
the remaining existing system; neither modeler
designed the proposed system so they were equally
knowledgeable. In addition, one system required access
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that only one modeler had. Therefore we decided to
split the work by system, with Modeler1 modeling all
three tasks on the IBM existing system and one other
existing system and Modeler2 modeling all three tasks
on the remaining existing system and the proposed
design (figure 2).
ExistIBM

Exist2

Exist3

Proposed
Design

Scenario1
Scenario2

Modeler1
Modeler1

Modeler1
Modeler1

Modeler2
Modeler2

Modeler2
Modeler2

Scenario3

Modeler1

Modeler1

Modeler2

Modeler2

figure 2. Division of the tasks (rows) and systems
(columns) between modelers.

Understanding the task scenarios
Because we split the work by system, we had to be
especially careful that we shared a clear understanding
of what the tasks scenarios meant. These scenarios
were not developed by the modelers, but came from
the UI designers on Project-X in the form of a slide
deck with sketches of the proposed design and
annotations about the user’s goals and actions. We
found that when translating these scenarios to the
existing systems, it was easy to interpret them
differently and fill in the gaps in details in different
ways. In fact, due to differing demands from other
projects, Modeler2 had time to start modeling before
Modeler1 did and produced models that were
reasonable extrapolations from the scenarios, but not
at all what Modeler1 understood the scenarios to be;
Modeler2 had to start over.
We found that a two-pass process of coming to
understand the tasks was necessary. First, we came to
a high-level agreement on the subgoals the user would

have to fulfill to accomplish each of the three complex
tasks in a system-independent way. Because we cannot
discuss the specific systems and tasks in Project-X,
consider the following analogy. If the systems to be
evaluated are transportation systems (personal car,
bus, and taxi) and the complex task is to get to the
airport for a business trip, our high-level understanding
would include the subgoals (1) travel from home to the
airport and (2) pay for the trip. These subgoals are
expressed without considering the systems and will be
instantiated differently for each system. For the
personal car, the first subgoal (traveling from home to
the airport) would be instantiated as getting directions
and driving; for the bus it would be instantiated as
looking up the bus schedule, walking to the bus stop,
and riding the bus; for the taxi it would be calling the
taxi company and riding as a passenger. For each of
the three tasks in Project-X, we worked together with
voice and screen sharing to produce and agree on the
subgoals. We stored them in a Lotus Connections™
Activity (a web-based collaboration tool for collecting,
organizing, sharing, and reusing work related to a
project goal).
We then went off separately to work out the systemdependent understanding of the tasks, that is, to
instantiate the subgoals with the specific steps
necessary to accomplish them in the systems we were
responsible for modeling. This step presented some
unanticipated issues. Returning to our transportation
analogy, notice that the second subgoal (pay for the
trip) is satisfied in very different ways in the different
systems. On the bus, the user would have to make sure
to have exact change and pay upon entering the bus
(before traveling to the airport). In a taxi, the user
does not need the step of getting exact change, pays
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after traveling to the airport, and has an additional step
of calculating a tip to give the driver. A personal car
presents an even more complex situation for the
second subgoal: paying for the trip might require
paying for gas and tolls (before arriving at the airport)
and parking (after returning from the business trip),
but it might also include amortizing the expenses of car
insurance, maintenance, and buying the car itself
(before this particular business trip was even
conceived). We each discovered similar issues when
instantiating our high-level understanding in our
different systems: different numbers of steps and
different orderings of the steps, including some
subgoals having steps split across other subgoals.
Although the issues that arose during instantiation are
not surprising, we did surprise each other with how we
documented our findings. Modeler1 went back to the
high-level understanding in the Connections Activity
and edited it with annotations about each of the
systems; Modeler2 copied the high-level understanding
into a new area of the Activity for each of the systems,
annotating the issues there. Thus, Modeler1 conceived
of the high-level understanding artifact as a living
document to collect all information about the systemdependent understanding while Modeler2 conceived of
the high-level understanding artifact as a static
reference that should remain untouched except by
explicit agreement by both parties. Both are valid ways
to use the high-level understanding artifact, but not
having an a priori agreement about which way to use it
caused problems. Modeler1 thought Modeler2 had no
issues during instantiation because no annotations were
showing up in the artifact and Modeler2 was astonished
to discover that the artifact had changed when she
went back to use it as a reference.

Discovering, recording and agreeing upon assumptions.
When using CogTool, the modeler chooses particular
instances of a task and makes those instances as close
as possible for each system. For example, if a task
involves logging into a system, the modeler should use
the same user ID and password across all systems so
gratuitous differences in the amounts of typing are not
contributing to the prediction of task execution time.
On the other hand, if some systems provide autocompletion of the user ID (remember, the model is of a
skilled user, so this user ID has logged on many times)
and other systems do not, then using the same user ID
will involve differences in the amount of typing that are
meaningfully connected to the design of the systems;
these meaningful differences should be preserved and
analyzed. This small example includes several
assumptions about the content of modeling (i.e., what
characters make up the user ID and password) that
need to be agreed upon by collaborating modelers and
recorded, not only so they can be referred to during
modeling, but also be presented to and discussed with
the rest of the project team.
It was no surprise that we could anticipate some
assumptions prior to beginning the modeling. We
recorded these in the same shared document as the
high-level, system-independent understanding of the
task discussed above. Some of the assumptions we
anticipated were the data needed by the systems (e.g.,
user ID and password, content of any text-entry
subtasks) and the starting state of the system (e.g., in
the application to be analyzed, in another application,
or in the OS).
We expected to uncover other necessary assumptions
as we modeled the specific systems, and indeed we did.
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Some of these discoveries were system-specific, i.e.,
finding that a system provided auto-completion in an
unexpected part of the task. This would lead the
modeler to record a decision like “assume that a skilled
user uses auto-completion in this instance and that the
text the user was looking for appears in the second
position of the list after typing three characters”. The
intention was that such specific assumptions would be
generalized across systems (e.g., to “assume that a
skilled user uses auto-completion whenever it is
provided and that the text the user is looking for
appears, on average, in the second position of the list
after typing three characters”), so that all modelers
adhere to this assumption when they encounter the
situation in the system they are modeling. Again, the
thing we did not anticipate was the different ways the
modelers would record the assumptions as they found
them. Modeler1 recorded them on a sheet of paper.
Thus, her assumptions were all in one place and easy
to refer to when questions arose during consistency
checking (discussed below), but were not available to
Modeler2 as she worked. In contrast, Modeler2 created
a separate document in the Activity space for each
task/system pair she was analyzing and recorded both
the steps to accomplish the subtasks and the
assumptions she had to make at each step, called out
in red font. So, in theory, Modeler2’s assumptions were
available to Modeler1 at all times, but in practice it
meant that Modeler1 would have had to open several
shared documents, and return to her own models and
these documents periodically to check if Modeler2 had
updated. This level of assumption checking and
rechecking along the way was intractable, negating the
theoretical advantage of having the information in a
shared space.

Finally, none of this assumption management would
have been a problem if there were just a small handful
of assumptions, but we found many more assumptions
that we had anticipated. In the existing systems, we
recorded about 1 assumption for every 2 steps in the
task; in the proposed system the quantity was even
more surprising, with three times that number, about
1.5 assumptions per step (discussed below), so we
were managing scores of assumptions across the four
systems and three tasks.
Creating storyboards
CogTool models run against a storyboard of the states
a system would pass through to accomplish a task.
These states are represented as frames in the CogTool
design prototyping tool and each frame has widgets
that provide the objects of the model’s actions. For
example, a button widget can be left-clicked; a text box
widget can be both clicked and typed into; in some
systems both can be right-clicked to bring up help.
Each of these actions transitions the system from frame
to frame, representing the progression of the system as
the user acts to accomplish the task. Figure 3 shows an
example of a CogTool storyboard used in CogTool
tutorials [3].
When a system already exists, the Modeler can work
through the task on the existing system, take screen
shots at each state of the system, and use those screen
shots as the backgrounds of the frames in the CogTool
storyboard. Because the system already exists and the
task can be done (even if it involves cumbersome workarounds in several applications), the modeler is
guaranteed to be able to capture all the frame
background images necessary to have a complete
storyboard. While it is conceptually simple to capture
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figure 3. A storyboard in CogTool’s Design window

screen shots as you work through tasks, it is tedious
work and prone to error. A common error is
concentrating so hard on performing the task correctly
that the modeler forgets to take a screen shot
somewhere along the way and then it is difficult to get
the system back into the right state to take the missing
shot later. Sometimes the modeler would take a lot of
screen shots only to discover that she had made an
error in the task procedure and doesn't need those
shots at all. Managing scores of screen shots, seeing
which ones are needed, which ones can be gotten rid
of, and what is missing, is cumbersome when each
screenshot is a separate image file with a nonsensical
name generated by the screen capture system.
A different problem arose with the proposed design.
The UI designers had given the modelers a slide deck
illustrating how a user would operate the proposed
system in the task scenarios. The proposed images of
screens in the deck were imported into CogTool as
background images for frames in the storyboard, just
as screenshots from the existing systems were

imported into storyboards for their models. However,
the slide deck was constructed to convey the user
experience of the proposed system to the development
team, not to serve as a detailed specification.
Therefore, there was no guarantee that all necessary
information would be in the slide deck, as there is in an
existing system. For example, the deck might not
record whether a hover, click or double-click was
intended to be the user’s action at a particular screen.
With an existing system, the modeler can just go find
out how it actually works, but not with a system in the
early design stage. Even more problematic is that some
intermediate images might be missing in the slide deck
because the deck illustrated how to accomplish major
subgoals but not how a user would have to navigate
the system between subgoals. These omissions, which
arose from trying to use a slide deck for a purpose
other than its intended purpose, meant that Modeler2
either had to clarify these many details with the UI
designers as she came across them while making the
CogTool storyboards or make assumptions and check
them with the UI designers after modeling. Given the
deadlines of the project, the UI designers were not
readily available during modeling, so Modeler2 made
assumptions. These assumptions ranged from things
like “single left-click selects an object; double left-click
opens an object for editing” to creating entirely new
pictures of screens attempting to follow the intentions
of the UI designers as to the look-and-feel of the
proposed system. As mentioned earlier, this resulted in
the model of the proposed system having three times
as many assumptions per step as those of the existing
systems.
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Creating demonstrations and numeric predictions
After creating the storyboards, the modelers
demonstrated the tasks on the storyboards, CogTool
ran a simulated user and predicted the time it would
take a skilled user to perform those tasks. This process
was straightforward and collaboration at a distance
presented no special problems for this loosely coupled
step in the modeling process.
Checking consistency
The point of the modeling analysis was to provide
information to the Project-X team about how efficient
the proposed design would be compared to an existing
IBM system and two competing systems. The team
would make design decisions based on the results of
these models. Therefore, it was essential to ensure that
the models were comparing apples to apples across all
systems for all tasks and we spent considerable time
checking the consistency of the models. Although a
single modeler comparing systems must also ensure
consistency, the fact that we had to split up the work
between two modelers, and make so many
assumptions, made this even more critical.
Since the Modeler2 is an expert in modeling with
CogTool, we first tried a loosely coupled process where
the Modeler2 reviewed Modeler1’s models alone. This
was an efficient process for finding some types of
errors but not others. For example, CogTool is able to
make accurate predictions only when the modeler
assigns the correct type of CogTool widget to the
widgets in the system being modeled. On her own,
Modeler2 could spot when Modeler1 had possibly used
an inappropriate widget type, note it, and ask about the
rationale for using that widget type when they had a
teleconference. Likewise, Modeler2 could spot a

suspicious transition or a potentially missing transition.
For example, if most editing actions started by doubleclicking on an object but one editing action started with
a single-click, or if a model had two keyboard-entry
steps in succession in two different textboxes but no
click or tab to move between those textboxes, Modeler2
could note these suspicious transitions and ask
Modeler1 if that was how the system worked when they
had a teleconference. However, the original reason for
splitting the work by system was because no one
modeler was familiar with all systems. Therefore,
Modeler2 could only note potential errors when she was
alone because she didn’t know how the system in
question actually worked. This was useful for detecting
errors or inconsistencies in representing the widgets
and transitions in CogTool, but could not detect
inconsistencies in the semantics of whether all models
satisfied the agreed-upon subgoals in the tasks. To do
that type of consistency check, we had to move into a
tightly coupled work mode, viewing our models with
screen sharing and discussing them.
CogTool provides several ways to view a model, but no
specific facility for checking consistency between
models of the same task on different systems.
Modeler2 has years of experience comparing the
models made by students to a known correct model for
the purpose of homework grading, including allowing
for multiple correct alternatives, using CogTool’s ability
to export its demonstrations to a comma separated
values (CSV) format. The CSV format allows for
comparison and annotation of where the student went
wrong if their model was incorrect. Although the
collaborative modeling situation is substantially
different, in that the models being compared are not
supposed to have identical widgets and steps but be
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equivalent in satisfying our agreed-upon subgoals, we
originally thought the CSV format would help us
compare our models. We could export the
demonstrations of each task on each system and put
them next to each other in a spreadsheet (as was done
for homework grading). We thought this would allow us
to easily line up equivalent portions of the task and also
allow us to annotate anything of interest. However, we
quickly discovered that we must see the picture of the
frame associated with each step to understand what
was going on in the tasks; a text description of the step
itself (the only thing CSV affords) was not sufficient.
CogTool does provide a timeline visualization of a
model that lets you compare two models, which has
been used successfully to extract UI design
recommendations [4], but it only allows comparison of
two models at a time and also does not allow easy
access to the images in the frames. We did not find it
useful for checking consistency.

The process we settled on, by no means perfect, was to
line up CogTool’s script window for each system, which
shows the demonstrated actions for a task. (figure 4
shows three overlapping script windows for an exercise
used in CogTool tutorials). Using screen sharing,
Modeler2 would click on each step in the first script
window so both modelers could see the image in the
frame and its widgets, discuss which subgoal that
action was a part of, then find its counterpart in the
next script window. The modelers would double-check
that the appropriate widget type and action were in the
script and discuss whether the step adhered to the
assumptions. As the script windows occupied all of
Modeler2’s screen, Modeler1 would record any
notations about what had to change or more details
about assumptions in the shared document.
Although this procedure worked for us, it was far more
cumbersome than we would have liked. First, sharing
high-resolution screens with so much information that

figure 4. Overlapping Script windows used for consistency checking.
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changed with each click introduced a lag that made
conversation about “this” (i.e., the step Modeler2 was
pointing to) difficult. With experience, we got into a
rhythm of speaking and pointing that worked, but it
was slower than had we been face-to-face. Second,
there was a bug in CogTool’s window management
code so that every time you click away from a script
window and click back into it, it resets the column
widths to default values. Since the default values did
not allow us to see everything we needed, Modeler2
was constantly fussing with column width. Third,
although we made notes in a separate shared
document, we yearned to be able to annotate things
directly in CogTool and to search for them later.
Presenting results
The final step for modeling in Project-X was to extract
important results from our analyses and present them
to other members of the Project-X team. We gave
presentations to management and to the UI design
team.
As mentioned before, CogTool has several different
ways to view results. One, the Project Window, is a
table with systems you are comparing in the columns
and tasks analyzed in those systems in the rows. The
cells contain the predicted time for a skilled user to
accomplish that task on that system. Although we
cannot show the results for Project-X, figure 6 shows
the Project Window comparing one task on three

systems in the CogTool tutorial [3]. Managers relate to
spreadsheets and numbers, but the information in
CogTool’s Project Window can be dangerous because
they are presented as single numbers, in seconds to
three decimal places, but CogTool does not claim that
its predictions are any better than +- 10%. Thus, in our
presentation, we did not use the Project Window itself,
but exported the values into a spreadsheet, reduced
the number of significant digits, and displayed a range
of -10% to +10% just below the value (figure 5). This
made it easier to reinforce to management that some
differences are important (in the figure, Google
Notebook is about half the time of the other two
systems) but some are too small to be truly different
given the accuracy of the modeling tool (GMail and
Wetpaint should be considered equivalent).
In addition to the numbers, if the results are not
overwhelmingly in favor of the proposed design,
management is interested in understanding the plan to
move forward, making the proposed design the best it
can be. CogTool provides other views of the results, the
script view used for consistency checking in figure 5
and a timeline view of perceptual, cognitive and motor
operators necessary to do the task (figure 7 which will
discuss later), neither of which were ideal for
presenting results to management.

figure 5. Presentation of numeric results.
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To address management’s needs, we created an
“overview comparison timeline” that gives a sense of
what our next steps would be. Although fictitious and
not a result from Project-X, figure 6 is an example of
such an overview that shows a single task on four
systems. Each band is made up of an intentionally
small version of CogTool’s perceptual/cognitive/motor
operator timelines, which give an overall impression of
user activity without enough information to get mired in
discussions of details of the UI designs. The colored
backgrounds indicate equivalent subtasks in each
system. These colors allow management to get the
sense of the next steps because the overall plan is to
make the proposed design have the smallest swath for
each color. For example, if the proposed design was the
top band, then the plan would be to leave the orange
and yellow subtasks alone as they are already the
smallest, but draw inspiration from the green swath in
the bottom design and from the purple swaths of the
2nd and 3rd design.
The details necessary to inspire ideas to improve the
design are in CogTool’s interactive timeline view of the
perceptual, cognitive, and motor operators that make
up the execution of the task in each system. Again, we
cannot reveal the specifics of design issues in Project-X,
but [4] discussed extracting design ideas from this
visualization and figure 7 illustrates the concept. From
our CogTool models, we extracted seven specific design
ideas for improvement of efficiency with estimates of
how much time would be saved for each design change,
three design elements that were making the proposed
design better than the other systems and should be
preserved in future iterations, and one concern about
the visibility of a design element in the proposed
system that came to our attention during modeling but

figure 6. Overview comparison timeline with color-coded
subgoals.

was not related to efficiency. In addition, the models
produced hard evidence that system response time
would make or break the user experience of Project-X
relative to other systems, so development needed to
place a high value on system performance as a
usability issue. Project-X is still ongoing, so it is too
early to tell how these recommendations, combined
with additional issues from other usability and user
research methods, will factor into the final design.

Reflections and suggestions
Our experience doing these models revealed that
CogTool’s current expressiveness and functionality were
sufficient for modeling the information technology
systems in Project-X. The existing systems were
straightforward to express with CogTool’s standard
widget set; some of the proposed design’s widgets
were new and needed more thoughtful application of
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figure 7. CogTool timeline visualization illustrating how design recommendations can be extracted and annotated (Figure 1 from [4]).

CogTool’s custom widgets, but again posed no problem
for a skilled user of CogTool. The widgets and tasks are
similar enough to previously published models and data
validating Keystroke-Level Models and, in particular,
CogTool models, that we believe we can trust that the
design suggestions that come from the models will
improve efficiency for skilled users of Project-X.
However, we also experienced areas of inefficiency and
miscommunication. In all, Modeler1, who’s primary
responsibility during this six week period was to
produce these analyses and recommendations, spent
170 hours learning CogTool, doing the modeling and
analyses, and creating the presentations. In contrast,

Modeler2 was already skilled in CogTool, did not need
time to learn CogTool and was faster at modeling,
spending only 60 hours doing the modeling, analyses,
and creating presentation materials. In addition the
modelers spent 15 hours together, collaborating on the
task understanding, consistency checking, and
presentation preparations. Although we cannot
reconstruct how much time was spent on each specific
activity, we note that much of this time would have
been spent no matter what HCI technique we used,
e.g., getting access to the systems we analyzed,
understanding the tasks, analyzing results and making
presentation materials. To help get the benefits we
realized from our modeling in less time, we make the
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following process suggestions for UI practitioners using
CogTool in the near term and design suggestions for
developers wanting to improve CogTool itself.
Storyboarding of existing systems.
Creating CogTool storyboards of existing systems was
tedious and error-prone, e.g., we often uncovered
missing steps in one or more tasks during our
consistency-checking phase. When modeling existing
systems in subsequent projects, we have used an
automatic static screen-capture tool, link Wink for PC
and Linux or a video screen-capture tool like
ScreenFlow for Mac, to reduce this type of error.
Recording the screen automatically, instead of stopping
to capture screen shots, ensures that every necessary
screen is available as a background image for the
CogTool storyboard with less effort on the modeler’s
part. These types of tools also provide video editors
that make it easier for the modeler to select just the
background images he or she wants, eliminating those
that might have come from errors made while doing
the task. Ultimately, we envision CogTool storyboards
of existing systems and the demonstrations of tasks on
those storyboards being made automatically with
systems like CogTool-Helper [12] providing both
efficiency and accuracy for the CogTool user.

figure 8. Results distribution
from a CogTool model imported
into and run in SANLab-CM.

Realistic presentation of numeric results.
As mentioned above, we felt that presenting CogTool’s
numeric results as they appear in the Project Window
would be misleading. We suggest that practitioners do
as we did: export CogTool’s results to a CSV file, and
manipulate the results to present the numeric results
with a +-10% range (figure 5). Ultimately, we envision
CogTool presenting its results in the Project Window
with a range like our spreadsheet, or being able to

present a prediction of the distribution of performance,
as illustrated with SANLab-CM [11] (figure 8).
Explicitly establish a protocol for sharing documents.
Consistency across models is of utmost importance
when working collaboratively to compare systems. The
two most important documents to encourage
consistency from the start, and to be able to check it
later, are a document establishing a high-level
understanding of the goals and subgoals associated
with the tasks being evaluated and a document
collecting all assumptions in one place. Using CogTool
as it is today, we recommend that a modeling team
establish these two documents in a shared space, with
a pre-established protocol about how they can be
changed and by whom, notifications when they are
changed, and brief but regular meetings to discuss the
changes so the modeling team stay in synch with these
two important documents.
Although separate shared documents can help
practitioners doing distributed collaborative modeling
now, we believe future improvements to CogTool could
give even better support. First, if CogTool were to
provide a way to record a high-level, systemindependent understanding of the subgoals involved in
a task and a way to connect system-dependent
methods to those subgoals, several distributed
modeling needs could be satisfied. CogTool already
allows a modeler to express a hierarchy of goals and
subgoals in its Project window, but this rudimentary
functionality must be augmented with (1) the ability to
connect the same system-independent subgoals to
different system design storyboards, (2) annotation
capability to record special cases, rationale, design
ideas, etc., as we found ourselves annotating our high-
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level understanding document with all these things, and
(3) presentation capability that outputs the high-level
understanding superimposed on the system-dependent
scripts and operator timelines (similar to figure 6).
These capabilities would satisfy the needs to connect
the system-dependent model to the systemindependent understanding of the task during
modeling, support consistency-checking by segmenting
the inspection of the scripts by color-coded subgoals,
and automatically make better presentations for
management and UI designers. Of course, any
annotation capability must be accompanied by the
ability to search all contents, including annotations, and
aggregation of search results, which allows modelers to
make annotations when working alone and discuss
them easily when working in tightly-coupled mode.

password needed to login to each). Data-entry typed
into a textbox is represented as a keyboard transition
in CogTool. Each time a modeler draws a keyboard
transition, CogTool could automatically provide
suggestions from a repository of text values already
explicitly agreed to by the modelers. If the modeler
does not select any of the previously agreed-upon
values (because this need for data-entry had not been
anticipated), the text he or she uses in the transition
could be flagged as an assumption and its value
propagated back to the repository for others to see as
they modeled this part of the task in their assigned
systems. Thus, unanticipated assumptions would
accrue in the repository and be available to other
modelers are they come across the need for them in
their individual modeling work.

Second, assumptions could be managed more
effectively (also an issue in software engineering [7]).
As we discussed, we could anticipate some assumptions
together before modeling, but others arose as we did
our separate modeling work. CogTool could be
improved with a function that allows modelers to
quickly identify a frame, widget or transition that
embodies an assumption about the task or user, and
then provides a view that collected all the assumptions
together in one place. It should provide the means to
associated assumptions in the models of one system
with their counterparts in the models of other systems
to allow easy consistency checking and communication
to other members of the development team.

Potential Generalizations and Conclusions

Finally, we believe CogTool could identify some
assumptions automatically. For example, a common
system-independent assumption is the data entered
into a system during the task is (e.g., a user ID and

In sum, our experience using CogTool provided useful
results for Project-X and revealed several avenues for
improvement of the processes and tool. Most notably,
understanding the tasks sufficiently to model them,
handling scores of assumptions, communicating these
understandings and assumptions between modelers,
maintaining consistency, and presenting results in a
meaningful way to team members not familiar with
modeling, were more difficult than we had anticipated
going into the project.
This early experience in distributed collaborative
modeling has inspired other projects within IBM to try
predictive human performance modeling, but they do
so forewarned about some of the pitfalls using the
currently available tool and communicating its results.
Hopefully our reflections can inspire researchers to
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improve this or other modeling tools so they can fit
with distributed design and development projects.

[3] John, B. E. (2011) Cognitive Crash Dummies.
Course presented at CHI 2011. (Vancouver, BC,
Canada, May 2011).

In addition, we believe these reflections are not
confined to distributed, collaborative, human
performance modeling, but that projects using different
techniques may encounter similar problems. For
example, modeling by an individual will also have to
maintain consistency across systems, manage and
communicate assumptions to other team members, and
present results in a reasonable way. Also, distributed
projects collaboratively using other usability methods
such as Cognitive Walkthrough and Heuristic Evaluation
[8] may have issues with task understanding,
assumptions, consistency, and communication between
analysts. We hope our experiences and reflections can
help other usability teams embarking on distributed
evaluation.

[4] John, B. E. (2011) Using Predictive Human
Performance Models to Inspire and Support UI Design
Recommendations. Proceedings of CHI 2011.
(Vancouver, BC, Canada, May 2011) ACM New York.
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